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Rocket engines
53
Sub- and Supercritical Injection
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Transcritical injection is ubiquitous!
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Pre-filming primary ato

air velocity, it is possible to hold the Weber-number constant such that the influen
primary atomization can be observed.
To capture the breakup process, background illumination (shadowgraphy) as we
techniques were combined with time resolved photography. Images were post pro
which calculates the ligament and droplet size as well as the droplet velocity.
Full details on the setup can be found in [5].

ILASS – Europe 2010

Gas turbines – prefilm
atomizers
Ligament
formation and breakup

2

ILASS – Europe 2010

Pre-filming primary ato
Assuming the spanwise ligaments are initially
cylindrical, ma
cause aerodynamic forces are negligible in the parallel direction, i
kup due to capillary instabilities. For this case, Rayleigh’s ana
the 1.4
lig = 4.508Dlig [15]. Combining this with Eq. (2) including
rectangula

lig

where  is the density, u is the characteristic velocity, and the subscripts g and l ind
ively. Torn sheet breakup was reported for M > 5. Note that M is difficult to defin
due to the unknown film velocity. Nevertheless, because of observable similarities,
sume that the same physical mechanisms are dominant.
Fernandez et al. [6] theorized that torn sheet break-up is controlled by multiple
isms, similar to the cascade of breakup processes for a jet under aerodynamic shear
jet, Gorokhovski et al. [8] have proposed a stochastic model to describe the liquid co
clusion of this model in an LES simulation shows satisfactory agreement with measu
The next step in this investigation will involve the formulation of a similar sto
model for pre-filming atomization. Before this can be done, the breakup process m
mentally to quantify the droplet generation mechanisms proposed by Fernandez et al

M = g u g /  l ul

2

Results and Discussion
High-speed movies were recorded using a digital camera at 3000 fps. Figu
Rather than forming a continuous liquid film, breakup occurs at the atomizing lip an
“torn sheet break-up” mode reported by Fernandez et al. [6] for a film atomizer wit
authors classified the sheet breakup mode as a function of momentum flux ratio:

riment.

lig

Gepperth et al. (2012)
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Figure 10(b) compares the observed breakup wavelengths wit
liquid in
line represents the best fit between measurements and prediction
hole
ment and theory is quite good and practically no correction is need
data is due to measurement uncertainties, and improved measurem
(a)
certainty.
Figure 1. (a) typical gas turbine pre-film atomizer, (b) experimen
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Gas turbines - increase in pressure ratio

• OPR is rising!
• Switching super- /
subcritical during climb
• Critical phase in take-off
not designed with focus on
transcritical injection

pcr of kerosene
~20 bar
Jane’s Aeroengines (1998)
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Diesel injection – n-Dodecane – N2

Figure 5: Envelope of mixture states predicted as a function of mixture fract

At supercritical conditions, (pcr = 1.8 MPa,
Tcr = 658 K) surface tension and mixing
dominated injection is observed
Oefelein et al. (2012), Dahms et al. (2013),
Manin et al. (2014)
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I. What is a supercritical fluid?

/ 70!
40!

Fluid behavior can be described as a surface in pvT
expertbeacon.com

pcr
pcr

liquid

gas

liquid Tcr

T
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Nomenclature

No consensus on naming

A

pcr

B
critical point

liquid

gas

Tcr
1.Thermodynamics
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• Supercritical
• B: Oschwald, Candel, etc.
• A, B, gas: Bellan
• Gas, B: Tucker, Younglove
• A
•
•
•
•

Transcritical
Compressed liquid
Compressible liquid
Supercritical
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Different supercritical fluids

LL
A

pcr

liquid

“Recently”:

GL

gas

Tcr
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• Liquid-like (LL) and gas-like
(GL) supercritical fluids (Nishikawa
& Tanaka 1995, Gorelli et al. 2006)
• Divided by “ridge”, characterized by
peaks in isothermal compressibility
and heat capacity (‘pseudoboiling
line’ Oschwald et al. 2006)
• Doesn’t make naming easier!
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Molecular structure of state diagram
Molecular dynamics computations reveal the
similarities and differences between the states

LL
A

pcr

liquid

GL

gas

liquid, A, LL:

gas, GL:

Tcr
Molecular dynamics courtesy of Muralikrishna Raju
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Molecular structure of state diagram

NishikawaWidom
line

pcr

• Supercritical fluids are liquid,
gaseous, or transitional
• There is no qualitative difference
between a) the liquid states, and b)
the gaseous states, regardless of
pressure

liquid

gas

Tcr
1.Thermodynamics
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• Transition is marked with
Nishikawa-Widom / pseudoboiling
line
• Peaks in heat capacity
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Vaporization and pseudoboiling

Vaporization
is a first order
phase transition
from liquid to
gaseous states at
Tsat

Tsat
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Vaporization and pseudoboiling

Vaporization
is a first order
phase transition
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Vaporization and pseudoboiling

Vaporization
is a first order
phase transition
from liquid to
gaseous states at
Tsat
Pseudoboiling
is a higher order
phase transition
from liquid-like to
gas-like supercritical
states around Tpb

Tsat
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Vaporization and pseudoboiling

Vaporization
is a first order
phase transition
from liquid to
gaseous states at
Tsat
Pseudoboiling
is a higher order
phase transition
from liquid-like to
gas-like supercritical
states around Tpb

Banuti (2015)

Tsat
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Tpb
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Energy budget during pseudoboiling

• Pseudoboiling temperature
Tpb at maximum cp

Banuti (2015)
1.Thermodynamics
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Energy budget during pseudoboiling

• Pseudoboiling temperature
Tpb at maximum cp
• Transition occurs over
finite T interval

Banuti (2015)
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Energy budget during pseudoboiling

• Pseudoboiling temperature
Tpb at maximum cp

liquid • Transition occurs over
finite T interval
heating
• Added heat leads to
• Increase in temperature

Banuti (2015)
1.Thermodynamics
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Energy budget during pseudoboiling

intermolecular
forces

• Pseudoboiling temperature
Tpb at maximum cp

liquid • Transition occurs over
finite T interval
heating
• Added heat leads to
• Increase in temperature
• Overcoming intermolecular forces

Banuti (2015)
1.Thermodynamics
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A latent heat needs to
be overcome at
supercritical pressures!
22! / 85!

Where does pseudoboiling occur?
• Pseudoboiling points (cp max) can be added to p T diagram
• Line up nicely in log-linear plot

Banuti (2015)
1.Thermodynamics
I.
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Where does pseudoboiling occur?
• Pseudoboiling points (cp max) can be added to p T diagram
• Line up nicely in log-linear plot – for number of fluids!

Banuti (2015)
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What is the difference between a real and an ideal gas?

real

RT
p=
v

ideal

1.Thermodynamics
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What is the difference between a real and an ideal gas?

real

RT
p=
v

ideal

1.Thermodynamics
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Real fluid equations of state

RT
p=
v b

a
v2

van der Waals

RT
p=
v b

↵(T )
v 2 + 2vb b2

Peng-Robinson

RT
p=
v

✓

B1
B2
1+
+ 2 + ...
v
v

◆

virial

Reid / Prausnitz / Poling
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Critical point and corresponding states

p
pr =
pcr

v
vr =
vcr

T
Tr =
Tcr
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⇣

⇣

p
pr =
pcr

Pfennig (2003)

Critical point:

v
vr =
vcr

@p
@v
2

⌘

@ p
@v 2

T,cr

⌘

=0

T,cr

=0

Corresponding
States Principle:
Fluid pvT behavior
collapses when
nondimensionalized
with the critical
values
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Isothermal compression
http://www.china-ec21.com

liquid:

⇣

@p
@v

⌘

critical:

T

<<
large 1

⇣

@p
@v

⌘

T

ideal gas:

⇡0

⇣

@p
@v

A fluid at near critical conditions does not build up
pressure when compressed isothermally!
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⌘

T

=

p
v
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Species critical points

1.Thermodynamics
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Real gas behavior in the phase plane
p
preal
Compressibility factor Z =
=
⇢RT
pideal
real gas

• Ideal gas at
supercritical p
• Ideal gas only at
higher T

ideal gas
Z~1

• Vapor is not an
ideal gas (except at
very low pr)
• E.g. 30% p error at
pr=0.5 (e.g. 10 bar
dodecane)

Banuti et al. (CnF 2016)
1.Thermodynamics
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Data from NIST
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The real fluid phase plane

3pcr
pcr

NishikawaWidom
line

• Phase plane can be divided into
liquids and gases
• Ideal gases for
• T>2Tcr
• p<3pcr

liquid

vapor ideal
gas

Tcr

1.Thermodynamics
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2Tcr

• Pseudoboiling is supercritical
phase transition from liquid to
gas, with distributed latent heat
• Smooth transitions at p>3pcr

32! / 85!

“Does a supercritical spray
exist, and if so, what is it?”
Bellan (2000)

Mayer et al. (2003)

I. Thermodynamics

40!
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Key differences of high pressure break-up
MAYER ET AL.

MAYER ET AL.

Fig. 7

Coaxial LN 2 /GHe injection at a ) 1.0 and b ) 6.0 MPa.

Fig. 7

Coaxial LN 2 /GHe injection at a ) 1.0 and b ) 6.0 MPa.

Mayer et al. (1998)
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Injection processes

2.3 Thermodynamic Classification of Injection

2 Injection Phenomena
liquid, transcritical-liquid injection. As injectant and environment are thus
very similar in their thermodynamic nature, a classification with regards to
the thermodynamic states does not appear beneficial and is not pursued.

p

D Conditions in
Figure 2.7: Visualizations of injection regimes from Fig. 2.6(b).
(A) Tab.
Subcritical
B et al. [34], C modified
2.1. Ainjection
and B modified from Chehroudi
E [23], E modified
(B) Transcritical
from Lamannainjection
et al. [85], D from Branam andC Mayer
cr
from
Stotz
et
al.
[154].
(C) Near critical flashing

p

(D) Supercritical injection
(E) High pressure ratio expansion

Type
Tr,in
p r,in Tr,1 p r,1
Banuti, Dissertation,
A 2015
0.71-0.87 º0.23 2.38 0.23
(A), (B): Chehroudi;
Lamanna; (D)ºBranam;
(E) Stotz 1.23
B (C)0.71-0.87
1.23 2.38
1. Transcritical
II.
Motivation
Injection
Intro.
C and
0.95
6.59 1.9
0.02

A
Jet
Chamber
N2
N2
N2 Tcr
N2T
C6 H14
Ar
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deling and Behavior of Real Fluids

Boundary of a transcritical jet

g and Behavior of Real Fluids

LES from Jarczyk Diss (2013)

(a) of
Contour
density gradient,
black is maximum,
grey
is the miniontour
densityofgradient,
black is maximum,
grey is the
minimumIsosurface
value. Isosurface
(red) of arithmetic
mean of and
injected
value.
(red) of arithmetic
mean of injected
sur- and surdensity,
from[70].
Jarczyk [70].
ding rounding
density, from
Jarczyk
a) Contour of density gradient, black is maximum, grey is the miniContour
of density
gradient,
black is
maximum,
greyand
is the
mum(a)
value.
Isosurface
(red)
of arithmetic
mean
of injected
sur-minimumdensity,
value. from
Isosurface
(red)
rounding
Jarczyk
[70].of arithmetic mean of injected and surisosurface:
arithmetic
mean of density
rounding density,
from Jarczyk
[70].

(a) Contour of density gradient, black is maximum, grey is the minimum value. Isosurface (red) of arithmetic mean of injected and surrounding density, from Jarczyk [70].
a) Contour of density gradient, black is maximum, grey is the minimum value. Isosurface (red) of arithmetic mean of injected and sur(b) gradient,
Density
from[70].
Jarczyk
[70].
Black is maximum,
grey is the
ensity
from
is maximum,
grey is the
rounding
density,gradient,
fromJarczyk
Jarczyk
[70].Black
density
gradient
mumminimum
value. value.

Pseudoboiling provides a
physical jet boundary
criterion
• Highest density
gradient
• Local identification
via temperature!

b) Density gradient, from Jarczyk [70]. Black is maximum, grey is the
(b) Density
minimum
value. gradient, from Jarczyk [70]. Black is maximum, grey is the
minimum value.

(b) Density gradient, from Jarczyk [70]. Black is maximum, grey is the
minimum value. heat capacity – pseudoboiling!

b)
gradient, from
Jarczyk
[70]. Black is maximum, grey is the
1.Density
II.
Transcritical
Motivation
and
Injection
Intro.
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Coaxial injection LN2/GN2

LOX Post
LOX

Gaseous co-flow velocity

pr = 0.4

• Increase in co-flow
velocity shortens
dense core (Davis and
Chehroudi 2004)

pr = 1.03

Davis & Chehroudi (2004)
1. Transcritical
II.
Motivation and
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Coaxial injection LN2/GN2

LOX Post
LOX

Gaseous co-flow velocity
Heat transfer

pr = 0.4

• Transcritical jet is
uniquely sensitive to
injector heat transfer
• Enhances break-up

pr = 1.03

Davis & Chehroudi (2004)
1. Transcritical
II.
Motivation and
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• Acts like momentum
flux ratio (Banuti and
Hannemann AIAA
2014-3571)
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Thermally induced jet disintegration
mechanical

D. T. Banuti and K. Hannemann

thermal

Phys. Fluids 28, 035103 (2016)

035103-16

D. T. Banuti and K. Hannemann

Experiments: Branam & Mayer (2003),
Transcritical injection of LN2 into GN2

nse core length in sub- and supercritical injections. (a) Subcritical classical break-up. (b) Supercritical mixing-like
on.
6
fundamental
for combustionand
instabilities,
and it is one of the few quantitative data actu1. Transcritical
II.
Motivation
Injection
Intro.

Phys.

Banuti & Hannemann, PoF (2016)
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Combustion!
1. Motivation
and Intro.
www.dlr.de
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Experimental results LOX/GH2 combustion

• Mayer & Tamura
(1996), Candel,
• Flame is anchored at
LOX post
• Flame separates LOX
and GH2 streams
• Practically impossible
to quench at rocket
conditions (Juniper et
al. 2003)

1. Motivation
III.
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flow
chart.
virtual
pure
fluid vs. MFM

.

Peng-Robinson equation of state:
v
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dW
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van der Waals

One fluid mixing model - two approaches
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Large eddy simulation

• Transcritical injection (Oefelein & Yang 1998)
Fig. 13. Physical model employed for the analysis of high-pressure hydrogen/oxygen mixing and combustion processe
• p = 100 bar, TLOX = 100 K, TH2 = 150 K

Fig. 14.
Contours
of density
temperature in the near• Flame is anchored at LOX post; wall heat
transfer
taken
intoand
account
• Steep transition with density ratio >250 across few cells
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resultant interactions cause disturbances that grow
and coalesce immediately downstream of the splitter
plate on a scale that is of the same order of magnitude as the splitter plate thickness. Combined effects
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ork by Papamoschou and Roshko [74], a model was
assess the spatial growth rate of variable-density mixing
s a function of the velocity and density ratios (contained
tion of the convective velocity Uconv ). This quantity is

presented in Fig. 11. Velocities, oxygen mass fraction, and density
are shown. In both cases, the mixing layer is dominated by largescale vortical structures with characteristic sizes comparable to the
momentum thickness (which is approximately h). In the velocity
fields, three of these vortical structures are observed with a separation

LOX/GH2 as numerical benchmark case
AVBP
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tantaneous flowfields in RAPTOR and AVBP. From top to bottom: axial velocity, transverse velocity, 0oxygen mass
fraction,
and6 density.8
x/h

Ruiz et al. (2016)
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Courtesy of
Peter C. Ma

Figure 15: Instantaneous fields of velocity, oxygen mass fraction, and density of the from top to bottom for the two-dimensio
LOX/GH2 mixing case.

values on the GH2 side, especially for the x/h = 3 slice. This could be due to the di↵erent mesh resoluti
or the di↵erent implementation of the sponge layer and outlet boundary conditions adopted in di↵er
solvers. For transverse velocity, a similar behavior is observed among three solvers due to the coupl
between velocities in two directions. The magnitude of the transverse velocity is much smaller than th
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Large eddy simulation

• Transcritical injection (Oefelein & Yang 1998, Oefelein 2006)
Fig. 13. Physical model employed for the analysis of high-pressure hydrogen/oxygen mixing and combustion proces
• p = 100 bar, TLOX = 100 K, TH2 = 150 K

• Transition to ideal gas occurs before mixing
• Mixing process is ideal
• Real fluid phenomena found in O2 only
1. Motivation
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p
preal
Z=
=
⇢RT
pideal
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Structure of transcritical diffusion flames

stagnation line

oxidizer

flame

pseudo
boiling
point

ideal
gas

fuel

axisymmetry

normalized

specific heat
temperature
density

fuel

mass
fraction

oxidizer

Banuti et al. (AIAA JPC 2016)
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water

x

• Two thermodynamic
transitions
• Pseudoboiling
• Ideal gas
• Mixing occurs in ideal gas
only
• Real fluid behavior is
essentially confined to pure
oxygen
• Understanding of pure
fluid behavior needed!
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Assumptions
and
limits
Figure 5: Envelope of mixture states predicted as a function of mixture f
State-of-the-art mixing rules adhere to
single fluid formalism

• Assumptions (Ely & Hanley 1981/83)
• Mixing rules are valid
• Single phase
Figure 5: Envelope of mixture states predict
• Similar fluids
• No polar substances
• Works very well for intended purpose
(LOX/GH2 combustion)
• What about
• Mixing?
• Lifted off flames (hydrocarbons)?
• Residual surface tension?
Dahms et al. 2013,
Manin et al. 2014

Figure 6: and
Visualization
where
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IV. Transcritical Atomization

40!
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Classic atomization description at low pressures

Weber no.

We =

⇢L
⇠ 103
⇢A

⇢U 2 D

⇢L

increasing We

ratio of aerodynamic stress
to surface tension stress

LIQUID

AIR

⇢A
! Sharp interface
(~single-molecule thick)

normal to
interface

Computational techniques:
1. VoF: Hirt & Nichols (1981),
Jofre et al. (2014), Ivey & Moin (2015)
2.

increasing We
Baillot et al. (2009)
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Level-Set: Osher & Sethian (1988),
Desjardins et al. (2008),
Herrmann et al. (2008)

3. Front-Tracking: Unverdi, Tryggvason
et al. (1992, 2001)
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Interface broadening at high pressures
Single-component equilibrium systems

liquid

closed chamber

vapor

P = P (T )

in phase equilibrium

critical point
T > Tcr
T = Tcr

T < Tcr

T = Tcr

Lemmon & Penoncello (1994)

Surface tension vanishes and interface disappears above the critical point
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Interface broadening at high pressures
Single-component evolution systems
density gradient forced by
boundary condition

vapor

liquid

LN2 jet into GN2 ambient:

Pcr = 34bar
Tcr = 126K

P < Pcr

Ta > Tcr

Tj < Tcr

liquid
critical point

P & Pcr
T = Ta

T = Tcr
T = Tj

liquid

P > Pcr
There is a transition from jet breakup to diffusive
mixing as pressure increases above the critical value
In general, surface tension does not necessarily
vanish instantaneously ! transient surface tension
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liquid

Cheroudi (2012)
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High-pressure injection of hydrocarbon fuels
n-Dodecane spray into GN2 ambient!

Manin et al. (2014)

Pa = 30bar,

Ta = 440K

Pa = 46bar,

n-Dodecane: Pcr = 18bar Tcr = 658K
GN2: Pcr = 34bar Tcr = 126K

Ta = 700K

Pa = 60bar,

Ta = 900K

Injection off

Injection off

Injection off

Injection off

Injection off

Injection off

Pa

Ta

Ligaments and droplets: surface tension
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Pa

Ta

Blurred interfaces: diffusive mixing
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High-pressure injection of hydrocarbon fuels
Atomization and classical evaporation: !

n-Hexadecane: Pcr = 14 bar, Tcr = 722 K

n-Hexadecane into O2 at 900 K, 79 bar

- Droplets are observed
- Ligaments break into droplets
- Droplets persist and have round
shapes, leaving a vapor wake behind

Crua et al. (2015)
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High-pressure injection of hydrocarbon fuels
n-Hexadecane: Pcr = 14 bar, Tcr = 722 K

Atomization and miscible mixing: !

n-Hexadecane into O2 at 1200 K, 107 bar
- Droplets are observed near injector
- Ligaments break into droplets
- Droplets vaporize faster in diffusivelike mixing process

Crua et al. (2015)
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The critical locus of a binary mixture
Vapor-liquid equilibrium:!

Critical point:!

Mechanical:!
Thermal:!
Chemical:!
PT diagram: one mixture composition!
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The critical locus of a binary mixture
Vapor-liquid equilibrium:!

Critical locus:

for
!

Mechanical:!
Thermal:!
Chemical:!
PT diagram: all mixture compositions!

Critical mixing temperature:
two-phase region upper bound
for a given pressure
Yang (2000) !
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The critical point of a binary mixture
Mixture types: van Konynenburg & Scott (1980)!
Type I: e.g. Mixtures of Hydrocarbons!

Type III: e.g. Hydrocarbons and Nitrogen!

gas

There is a “telescopic effect” on the mixture
critical pressure in hydrocarbon-air systems
! System appears to be shifted into the
two-phase region upon mixing

two
phases

Qiu & Reitz (2015)
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Surface-tension effects in hydrocarbon fueled sprays
n-Dodecane / GN2 equilibrium system

VLE: critical locus!

!

n-Dodecane spray into GN2!

Jet-breakup

gas!

Jet
breakup!

/ Diffusive mixing!

Diffusive
mixing!

two-phase!
N2 CP!

n-Dodecane CP !

Experiments by Garcia et al. (2011)

n-Dodecane !

Manin et al. (2014)

Surface tension may exist above critical locus!
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Computational modeling of high-pressure flows
State-of-the-art: single-phase formulations!
-

Conservation equations for compressible miscible fluids without interfacial phenomena
Real-gas equation of state + mixing rules
Experimental correlations for transport properties at high pressures
Conditions typically chosen when transcritical range does not play a significant role

LES of jet flows!

Oefelein, Dahms & Lacaze (2012)!

DNS of mixing layers!

Masi et al. (2013)!

Hickey & Ihme (2014)!

Muller et al. (2016)!

Simulations of flame stabilization!

Ruiz, Selle, Cuenot & Poinsot (2011)!
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Reduced-order analysis of transcritical flows
Transcritical vaporization of liquid fuels!

ambient gas

Sirignano & Delplanque (1999)

Supercritical

Ta > Tc
Pa > Pc

t3
Tl

t1
r

Subcritical

fuel droplet

Subcritical and supercritical trajectories may exist simultaneously!
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Reduced-order modeling of transcritical flows
Global thermodynamic (i.e. static) analysis of transcritical flows

Dahms & Oefelein (2013)
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The diffuse-interface approach
Hydrodynamic modeling of transcritical flows
Example: LN2 into GN2
I
VAPOR

LIQUID

I

I

= 0.5⇥ mean free path at P = 0.2Pcr
= 15⇥ mean free path at P = 0.9Pcr

At high pressures, the interface is still thin in hydrodynamic
scales (~O(10nm)) but enters the continuum range

Dahms & Oefelein (2013)

Theoretical foundations:
The thermodynamic potentials are non-local ! dependence on composition gradients.
Poisson (1831), Van Der Waals (1892), Landau (1937), Cahn & Hilliard (1958)
!!

Some recent works on diffuse interface:
- Anderson (1998): Utilization of diffuse interface method in equations of fluid motion
- Dahms & Oefelein (2013): One of the first applications to address high-pressure combustion
- Gaillard et al. (2016): Multi-component transcritical diffusion flame structure
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The diffuse-interface approach
Wish list:

A continuum single set of conservation equations accounting for interfacial phenomena

Mixture continuity:
Mixture momentum conservation:
Mixture energy conservation:

Species mass conservation:

Must include pressure and
surface-tension stresses
Must include work done by
surface-tension stresses and
modified heat conduction
Must include modified
molecular diffusion

+ Real gas equation of state
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The diffuse-interface approach
Single-component mechanical equilibrium:

n
 = Gradient coefficient

Minimization of interface’s
Helmholtz free energy

Pismen (2001)
Non local correction
(first approx.)

Capillary stress tensor
Korteweg (1901)
Gradient theory (1D)
Lin et al. (2007)

subject to

⇢ ! ⇢L

at

n!1

Local surface tension
coefficient

Note surface tension coefficient does not appear explicitly in the diffuse-interface-based
conservation equations.
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Diffuse-interface profiles
N2 at vapor-liquid equilibrium:!
Diffuse-interface!

Density profiles!
Surface tension!

Extension to multi-species:!
- Interface thickness increases
with temperature!
- Mean free path decreases
with pressure!
Dahms & Oefelein (2013)
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Toward multi-component flows
Non local correction
(first approx.)

Interface’s Helmholtz
free energy:
Species mass conservation
(Cahn-Hilliard type):
Must asymptotically collapse to zero (sharp
interfaces, subcritical) and to Stefan-Maxwelltype diffusion (diffusive mixing, supercritical)
See more details in Gaillard et al., Comb.
Theor. Modelling (2016)
“Another perspective of high scientific interest would be to
perform DNS as well as LES of the transition between subcritical
and supercritical flames using [this] compressible formulation,
which is fully valid in several dimensions.”
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V. Conclusions & Open Challenges

40!
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Summary
• The supercritical p,T phase plane is divided into liquid and gaseous states.
• Pseudoboiling is the transition from supercritical liquid to gas. It occurs across the
Widom line p< 3pcr. A distributed latent heat is required to overcome
intermolecular forces.
• Transcritical jets are sensitive to heating in the injector, causing thermal break-up.
• In LOX/GH2 non premixed combustion, real-fluid effects are confined to O2 .
• Liquid-gas interfaces become broader at high pressures and enter the continuum range.
• Surface tension persists in hydrocarbon-air systems above the critical pressure of the
components, leading to simultaneous occurrence of classic-like jet breakup and diffusive
mixing.
• Current trends of increasing combustor pressures will make the transcritical problem
increasingly more relevant in internal combustion engines and gas turbines.

1. Summary
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Open challenges
• Experimental diagnostics: Quantitative diagnostics and optical access are hindered by
the high pressures & temperatures ! lack of data for validation.
• Thermodynamics of transcritical fluids: Fundamental understanding is required to model
thermodynamic coefficients, critical points, equations of state and mixing rules for real
fluid mixtures in combustion systems.
• Aerodynamics of hydrocarbon-air jets in transcritical regimes: A predictive,
thermodynamically consistent set of conservation equations is required to model
transition from delayed classic atomization (sharp interfaces) to diffuse mixing (smeared
interfaces) simultaneously in the same flow field ! diffuse interface method (?)
• Subgrid-scale modeling for interfaces: High-pressure interfaces are thicker but still
thin in hydrodynamic scales ! thickened interface models (?)
• Combustion of transcritical hydrocarbon-air jets: Unexplored problem that becomes
additionally complicated by the occurrence of high-pressure low-temperature
complex hydrocarbon chemistry and transport.
1. Summary
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